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Food Sovereignty-Food Security
Brief Definitions
for
Discussion
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 Food security [is] a situation that exists when all

people, at all times, have physical, social and
economic access to sufficient, safe and nutritious
food that meets their dietary needs and food
preferences for an active and healthy life.(FAO
2001 cited in FAO 2003)
 Food Sovereignty as a concept has engendered
much discussion but for this talk will simply rely
on the one first promulgated by La Via Campesina:

Concepts of food Sovereignty and ecologically
based production systems vs. large corporate farms
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 Altieri notes:
Smallest two hectare farms in US produced $15,104/hectare
and netted $2,901/hectare
 Largest farms averaging 15,581 hectares yielded $249 / hectare
and netted $52/hectare.
Small farmers have less environmental impact. Inverse
relationship between farm size and output to more efficient
use of land, water, biodiversity and other agricultural
resources.
.


Forces promoting and ones fighting action by poor
and middle class people to eat better

the potential of a new food movement including
both consumers and producers

the role of SRI & SCI in farmer-to-farmer as well
as growing food for home consump-tion and the
forces fighting these trends


Differing Paradigms
of Development,
5
Feeding the World and Eliminating Poverty
Corporate model

Alternatives based on Food
Sovernignty

 Multinational corporations

 In both “developed” and

control most food and
farming operations
including synthetic biology
 Large corporate farmers and

smaller contract farmers
with little autonomy ..
Focusing on world markets
not nearby markets

“developing” countries focus
on family farms, small and
medium size farms and
cooperative farms
 Focus on local food
production, combining the
best of traditional farming
and ecoloically sound
innovations such as SRI.

3 Factors affecting the Future of Food and
Human Survival on Planet Earth
SRI and other new
ecological sound
agricultural
management techniques

Corporate
determination to
make money and
control the food
system

Food movements
and other related
movements for
greater equality,
more variety in
local food , and
more autonomy
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griculture in India
A
 Agriculture is a ‘state’ subject and this results in
differential responses to ‘the agrarian question’.
 Rural and semi-rural farmers involved in diverse
movements: 2 in particular are NPM and SRI
management approaches
 Consumers both rural and urban including rural
ones whose families were affected by pesticides

What I want to show!
 .
 What SRI technology shows is the potential for methods

to greatly increase yields of many plants without the use
of chemicals or genetic engineering.
 But the conflict between the multinational corporations
involved in food production and ancillary activities and
the financiers trying to make money on food still
continues. What the ultimate outcome will be is hard to
say and I think largely depends on people’s movements.
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The farmers involved
 What drives poorer farmers? By late 2010-2011 in at least

Kerala and AP those involved in NPM movement pushed to
eliminate GMOs & pesticides. Cost and health concerns.
 The role of SRI technology in radically saving costs of
cultivation for farmers of all sizes, even tiny holdings and
increasing yields massively while cutting by 2/3 amount
water needed, and using traditional inputs without
anything artificial. (see handout if interested; presented
more on Wed.)
 The poor are clearly finding a way to eat, get hold of food
with minimal expenditure and having a somewhat balanced
diet.

Who Else?
 For better-off farmers, and the urban middle class

it represents a way to get “healthier food”. The
ideology of better health is a new but growing
motivation for this class, as I saw when I listened to
and looked at audiences for the US food films I
screened in Bangalore even in 2012
 Many middle class people want an option to buy
fruits, vegetables, and grains without any
insecticides.
 Yet, it is still an issue for many since Urban
Agriculture is just beginning to be revived in India.

Option 1: Highway Vendors on NH 17,
Kerala

Option 2: The Farmer’s Market,
Mumbai
 Connects southern Mumbai with
organic farmers across
Maharashtra. Wanting to cut back
on food miles, they’ve decided not
to have farmers from other states.
“We wish our buyers well,’’

 Eliminates middle men, because
farmers bring in produce directly
into the city.
Photo courtesy: http://farmersmarket.co.in/#

says Sanjay Pawar, a farmer
from Nashik who sells
regularly at the market. “And
that marks us apart from
other farmers who use
chemical fertilisers and
pesticides. We want people
who eat our food to live long
and healthy lives, and while
we do want to make money,
we won’t do it at the
expense of people’s health.’’

KISAN SWARAJ YATRA (“Farmers’ Freedom March”) led by
numerous NGOs of ASHA or the Alliance for Sustainable and
Holistic
 Begun in October 2010 by grassroots NGOs, farmers and

small town as well as city environmentalists, it was a 71day affair, covering over 15,000 km across the country.
 Carrying message of hope and inspiration to Indian

farmers… long overdue.
--> Focused on fighting corporate decision making, land
grab (by government and investors through govt.) , climate
change, pesticides; assert seed and food sovereignty; and
develop anti-GMO laws.

Special program in AP
 --> Activists like Kavitha Kuruganti emphasize the need

to highlight successes of ecological farming, farmers’
knowledge and conservation of diversity by farmers.
 Organizations like SERP (Society for Elimination of
Rural Poverty) in AP sponsored by the State Govt. But
run like an NGO focusing on each family involved
eventually having Rs. 5000per month with women’s
self-help groups playing a major role, and a strong
emphasis on rainfed agriculture and diversified food
crops
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